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We believe that your home is the  
ultimate expression of you.

It’s so much more than just a ‘roof and four walls’; it’s at the 
very core of our sense of identity and security. So investing in it, 
making it more perfect for us – be that building new, renovating, 
decorating, even just entertaining is what makes us who we are.

Every one of our client’s goes on a journey with us. Not just 
to make their home better, but to improve their lives; to fill 

their home with love and to create a sense of belonging that’s 
never as powerful as when you’re in your own home.

Welcome to  
World of Style

Oxford 32 with Bondi World of Style 
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Welcome to World of Style - a playground for  
those who want to express themselves  

through home styling and interior design.

Our state of the art Brisbane showroom is where you’ll enter a world 
of possibilities, access expert advice and experience best in class 

interior and exterior design - a home styling experience like no other.

It’s been created to provide an interior design experience like no other. 
Everything that you can think of to style and finish your new Porter Davis 

home is on display, under one roof and making your styling decisions easy.

Created as a design showroom for Porter Davis 
clients, World of Style is open to everyone. 

Whether you’re looking to build or building with Porter Davis 
– or if you are seeking inspiration for your next project – 

our talented team is on hand to guide and inspire.

The secret to 
amazing interior  

design is here

World of Style delivers an interior design experience  
like no other with everything you can think of to 
style and finish your home under the one roof.

The World of Style showroom is designed to engage your senses, 
excite you with possibilities and plenty of samples to explore.

Designed as a series of actual kitchen, bathroom, living and outdoor 
spaces, you move through these spaces, immersed in the selections 
process, and assisted by a team of passionate and qualified interior 
designers who are excited to be part of your dream home journey.

Our designers are here to help define your style and colour your dream 
by stepping you through each part of the decision making process 
– covering your base palette, floors, walls, finishes to the external 

design of your home from bricks and mortar to the front door.

And every sample and selection in World of Style is 
clearly categorised by Classic, Contemporary, Resort 

or Designer to help with your decision making. 

The World of Style showroom is complete with a dedicated kid’s zone 
to make it more enjoyable for the entire family, and is conveniently 

located right next door to Coco Republic’s Italian Riviera inspired cafe, 
L’Americano, so you can feed more than your appetite for great design.

Stamford 44 with Hamptons Beach Club World of Style 
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Only you know the answer to this, or perhaps you’re still not sure?  
We are here to help. 

We believe your home is the ultimate way to express yourself and everyone is  
different. Your style can be measured by the colour of the walls or new carpet,  

or it can be an expression of what’s important to you, such as your background,  
family, culture... even the places you have seen and captured in photos,  

or treasures you have collected in your travels.

Every journey is unique & reflects a little bit of you. 
On your style journey we’ll help you choose between 4 overarching themes  

of Classic, Resort, Contemporary and Designer. Within each of those 4 themes  
there are 9 styles to give you a quick snapshot of what works for you.

Your journey,  
your blank canvas.

Classic Designer

Contemporary Resort

This is a style designed for those who appreciate the  
classically driven look. With a strong balance of  

texture, colour and pattern, mixed with timeless furniture and  
antiques, this style allows you to accumulate pieces  

that pass the test and time of style.

What’s hot? What’s now? The Designer theme delivers  
the elusive and unspoken flair of the talented and  

creative. The concepts, ideas and styles on show in the 
Designer portfolio are taken straight from the fashion 

and design catwalks and capitals of the world.

Think of the perfect holiday getaway and you’ll immerse  
yourself in the Resort theme. The theme harvests its 

look directly from some of the world’s most beautiful resorts 
with a wonderful blend of textured and patterned fabrics,  

mixed with gorgeous furniture pieces.

Clean lines and simple colour palettes let the structural 
design become the feature of your house. Chrome  

details and funky artwork mix perfectly with fabric and  
dark timbers to create a cool sensory experience that  

doesn’t show a hint of sterile. 

Take the Style Quiz! 
We can help guide you in the right direction with  

our simple & insightful interactive quiz.

Visit porterdavis.com.au & take the Style Quiz today.

Natural finishes to furniture, 
including light marbles 

and dark timbers create 
contrasting tones.

Your choice in flooring can 
drastically change the 

impact of the entire room.

How about injecting your favourite colours 
and textures through feature items 

including lamps, cushions or throws?

Something still missing? Create a cool 
sensory experience by adding some 

Gallery styled inspired artwork.

Like to relax? Soft sheer curtains will 
help to achieve an organic warmth and 

calming ambience.

Hamptons Vineyard, Long Island, Hamptons, Paris, Hyde Park, 
Florence, Barcelona, Lake Como & Manhattan.

Hamptons Art House, Miami Beach, Milan, Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 
London, Prague, Amsterdam & Copenhagen.

Hamptons Beach Club, Legian Bali, Maldives, Portsea, Palm Cove, 
Capri, Whitsundays, Malibu & Bahamas.

Bridgehampton, Bondi, Cottesloe, San Francisco, Ibiza, Boston,  
Cape Cod, Scandinavia & Hollywood Hills.
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Get to know  
your style & be 

prepared.
Making the styling decisions for your home  

should never be a rushed process.

World of Style is open 7 days a week - Monday to Friday from 
9am to 5pm, and 10am to 3pm on weekends.

Our expert team of qualified interior designers are on hand to help 
you with any questions about our interior schemes, products in a 

Porter Davis display home, samples and indicative pricing.

You can relax and spend the day browsing our eye catching displays 
including fully built kitchens, bathrooms, wardrobes and living areas, as 
well as extensive collections of bricks, flooring, tiles, bathroom fittings 

and fixtures, lighting, window treatments and paint colours.

Step 1 of 4

Begin with some inspiration:

 + Take the style quiz 

 + Gather images

 + Create a Pinterest board

 + Note your favourite display home; and

 + Create a scrap book.

Then have a think about the following questions:

Who will be living in the home?

What’s the most important room, area or aspect?

How do you want your home to feel?

What areas of the home do you want to feature?

Have you thought about placement of furniture?

Your answers will provide a great insight for our Interior 
Designer to deliver valuable input to your styling decisions.

How to prepare like a pro

Macrossan 32 with Whitsundays  World of Style 

Oxford 32 with Bondi World of Style Hayman 39 with Bahamas World of Style 

Stamford 44 with Hamptons Beach Club World of Style 

Maybe even jump in on a design tour

Take a design tour for an introduction to the 
space and how it works. Keep your theme in 
mind when browsing and look out for our product 
labels to help you narrow down your options. 

When you arrive, check in with our Concierge who will 
introduce you to the showroom and get you started.

Once you’re comfortable with your 
preparation, move on to Step 2 –  
filling out the Pre-selections 
section of this brochure.
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Your Designer

Your House Design

Favourite Porter Davis Display Homes

World of Style Theme

Date

Façade Quote

  Classic      Resort    Designer       Contemporary

Let’s get started!

Make your  
pre-selections

Step 2 of 4

Your pre-selections will be key to 
making your briefing appointment with 

your Interior Designer a success.

We encourage you to visit the showroom at least two  
times before your briefing to explore the space, understand 

your options & ensure your “Pre-Selections” are filled out. 
Try to have two preferences noted down for each of the key 

item considerations labeled in the pre-selections guide.
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Interior Design
Item to consider Preference 1 Preference 2

Kitchen
Item to consider Preference 1 Preference 2

Benchtop

Cabinetry Finish

Cabinetry Colour

Splashback Type

Splashback Colour

Appliances

Notes

Bricks

Roofing

Render

Window Colour

Front Door

Door Colour

Internal Doors

Garage Door

Timber Flooring

Carpet

Notes
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Tiles
Item to consider Preference 1 Preference 2

Bathrooms
Item to consider Preference 1 Preference 2

Benchtop

Cabinetry finish & Colour

Basin

Tapware

Shower Rose

Bath

Wall Mixer

Shower Screens

Toilets

Accessories

Notes

Main flooring

Wet areas flooring

Wet areas walls

External areas

Façade tiles

Notes

Wardrobes

Module Configuration

Colour

Item to consider Preference 1 Preference 2

Notes
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Electrical

Ceiling lighting

Feature lighting

Spatial Planning Plot your furniture on a floor plan

Pool / Spa / Water Tank

Alarms / CCTV

Outdoor Lighting

Internet Points

TV Locations

Item to consider Preference 1 Preference 2

Notes

Heating / Cooling

Split Systems

E-Zone Ducted Cooling

MyAir5 Ducted Cooling

Item to consider Preference 1 Preference 2

Notes

Window Furnishings

Blinds

Curtains

Shutters

Motorised Shutters

Outdoor Blinds

Item to consider Preference 1 Preference 2

Notes

18 19
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The Appointment

On the day, your Interior Designer will guide you 
through understanding your internal & external colours, 
fittings, fixtures & style, including bathrooms, kitchens, 
flooring, window furnishings, wardrobes, and all! 

You will also be introduced to your specialised joinery 
expert to customise the design & functionality of 
your kitchen, bathroom, laundry & custom cabinetry, 
and your technology expert who will take you 
through all things electrical, including lighting, 
power, networking, audio visual & cooling.

Be prepared to discuss your style, how you use 
each room, where your furniture will go, your 
budget, the key items that are most important to 
you, and how you want to feel in each space.

Our experienced design team will collaborate with 
you to take the stress out of bringing your home 
together; they are here to understand you & present the 
selections to you that will achieve your unique goals!

Step 3 of 4

Your briefing  
appointment

Taking the guesswork out of 
achieving your dream home.

After you’ve confirmed all structural items and completed 
your New Home Proposal consultation, you’ll meet with 

our Client Experience Coordinator to book a Briefing 
Appointment with your Interior Designer at World of Style.  

Your Briefing Appointment is designed for your Interior 
Designer to get to know you, your lifestyle & what is 
most important in your new home so they can bring 

your dreams to life – taking the guesswork out of 
achieving your unique style for your new home.

Preparation is key to making this appointment a 
success, and our World of Style showroom is open 
7 days a week to ensure you have all the advice & 
support you need during this stage of your build.
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Terms and Conditions: World of Style by Porter Davis believes that all information provided in this publication is correct at the time of printing but takes no 
responsibility for accuracy of information published. World of Style by Porter Davis reserves the right to edit all copy. Effective 24th February 2020. QBCC 15007714.

Your presentation  
appointment  

Step 4 of 4

Your joinery specialist will present your cabinetry drawings before 
they go into final production, and your technology expert will 

present your complete electrical design layout – incorporating all 
the items you’ve highlighted as important from your brief. 

All of these visual elements are accompanied by your World of 
Style quotations, and you will have the opportunity to make final 

adjustments on the day to ensure we’ve hit the mark on your desired 
look, feel & budget before finalizing your appointment.

After you’ve completed your World of Style Presentation 
Appointment for your new home, your Building Coordinator will 

contact you to arrange your Contract Appointment.

This is an exciting part of your journey 
– one step closer to moving in!

On presentation day, watch your vision come to 
life as your Interior Designer walks you through 

the selections with a visual flat-lay of all colours, 
finishes & materials for your new home. 
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